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Parole
(i.m. IH)
by Alan Brownjohn

The lately dead still arrive in the corner of your eye
Past the restaurant window, preparing slow smiles of pride
At achieving their return. They know that without them
You can never be the same, so they cheat for a while.
They keep trying to work a parole to the usual places,
They won’t be excluded from them if you are there.

Their fingers have pressed the latch and the door nearly opens,
But then their smile turns embarrassed because they find
It behaves like a turnstile: they think they have admission,
But this door is fixed to prevent them coming back in.
And you just can’t help, at all; if you went out to greet them
They would not be there, no one in the street would have seen them.

Then slowly the corner of your eye
Forgets to look.

From: The Men Around Her Bed (Enitharmon,2004)
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Favourite Poem cont.

A friend e-mailed me one morning to say "Just
heard that Alan Brownjohn, poet and my A level
English Master, is 90 today. Tough guys, these
poets!" The friend’s wife had died only three
months ago, so I sent him a link to the Poetry
Archive website of Brownjohn reading his poem
‘Parole’. Here is the link Parole - Poetry
Archive.

Brownjohn wrote the poem while thinking of his
writer friend, Ian Heldon, but it speaks to all of
us who have lost someone. You almost see them,
particularly in places they enjoyed, because
without them / You can never be the same. The poet
wants to think of the dead person actively
seeking to make contact, trying to get a parole

from death so they can return to their favourite
places that won’t be excluded from them if you are
there.

However, the door to return is a turnstile, it only
operates one way, the attempted returner smiles
with embarrassment, and we immediately feel
again our loss in that gentle gesture. Even if we
rush into the street, we cannot reach them; we
know that, but still wonder if it might be
possible. Then, with time, you stop seeing them
attempting to re-take their place, they do not
catch the corner of your eye. They have become
memory. END

Ivor Murrell

https://poetryarchive.org/poem/parole/
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